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Aim: A need for Neurologists exists in the USA. The majority of Neurology residency graduates
go on to additional subspecialty training. Methods: Data from the Accreditation Council
for Graduate Medical Education from 2001-2014 and the United Council for Neurologic
Subspecialties from was analyzed for trends in the number of Neurology subspecialty training
programs and their composition. Results: There has been an overall trend of growth in the
number of accredited Neurology subspecialty training programs and fellows. These trends
vary between specific subspecialties. Conclusion: The authors provide an overview of the
contemporary state of Neurology subspecialty training in the USA. A clearer understanding of
subspecialty training allows for anticipation of workforce surpluses and deficits.

INTRODUCTION
Since the foundation of the American Board of
Psychiatry and Neurology (ABPN) in 1934, the number
of accredited Neurology specialties and subspecialties
along with the associated certifications has risen
substantially. There has been a steady increase in
both the number of programs and overall number of
residents. Since the accreditation of the 1st ABPN
fellowship, Clinical Neurophysiology, in 1989, five
more subspecialties have been accredited by the
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education

(ACGME) in the past 25 years. Physicians now have
opportunities to become certified in Child Neurology,
Neuromuscular Physiology, Neurodevelopmental
Neurology, Vascular Neurology, and Endovascular
Surgical Neuroradiology in addition to Clinical
Neurophysiology. More recently the United Council for
Neurologic Subspecialties (UCNS) has also accredited
Behavioral Neurology and Neuropsychiatry (2004),
Clinical Neuromuscular Pathology (2005), Headache
Medicine (2005), Neuro-oncology (2005), Neurocritical
Care (2005), Neuroimaging (2006), Autonomic
Disorders (2007), Geriatric Neurology (2007), and
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Neural Repair and Rehabilitation (2010)[1] [Table 1].
There are also a number of subspecialties (Movement
Disorders, Neurohospitalist) which are not accredited
by either the ACGME or UCNS.[2,3]
Over 2,200 graduating medical students matched
in Neurology Residencies in 2014. If current trends
persist, the majority will seek additional subspecialty
training and certification.[4-6] The establishment and
existence of these numerous subspecialties may
not only be reflective of, but may also help drive the
subspecialization of neurologists.[1] There is interest
in providing earlier subspecialty exposure to grow
the number of trainees pursuing training in specific
subspecialties.[7] There are also ongoing efforts to
augment residents abilities and interest in pursuing
careers in academic medicine,[8] many of which include
subspecialty training in neurology fellowships. All of
this is occurring within the context of changes in the
healthcare environment and their subsequent effect on
neurology resident education.[9]
Our study attempts to provide a comprehensive
descriptive overview of the current state as well as
a clear and easily understandable picture of the
trends in Neurology graduate education training. An
understanding of the current and future workforce in
Neurology will be essential for the estimation of future
geographic and specialty skill surpluses and deficits
in the workforce. This understanding will be of value
in the decision making regarding how to best address
those deficits.

METHODS
Data was collected from the 2001-2002 to 20132014 editions of the ACGME Data Resource Book.[10]

Accredited United States and international programs
must verify their statistics and update them yearly.
UCNS specialties and subspecialties data were
obtained from their website.[11] We analyzed these
yearly reports focusing on the changes taking place
not only in the number of programs and residents, but
also individual breakdowns by gender, specialty, and
program.

RESULTS
In alignment with the increasing number of physicians
pursuing careers in neurology, the number of programs
for neurology subspecialty fellowship training has
shown a steady increase over the course of the past
thirteen years. The increase in the number of specific
subspecialty fellowship programs is mirrored by an
increase in fellows enrolling in training programs in
those subspecialties. The number of overall fellows per
program has remained fairly steady. This is indicative
of subspecialty training programs remaining a
relatively stable size. The largest increases each year
in total number of training programs is found in Child
Neurology, Neuromuscular Medicine, and Vascular
Neurology. Child Neurology has shown a 175%
increase during the 13-year period of the study with an
average increase of 13.46% each year. Neuromuscular
Medicine, having only been accredited for 9 years,
has also shown rapid growth, increasing 600% over
the 9 years of its accreditation, averaging a 66.67%
increase each year. Vascular Neurology, having been
accredited for 11 years, has grown 860%, averaging
78.18% more fellows each year. Interestingly, while
all 3 subspecialties have shown dramatic increases
in fellows, the changes in their respective number of
programs have differing trends. Child Neurology has

Table 1: Accredited neurology fellowships
Subspecialty
Child Neurology
Clinical Neurophysiology
Pain Medicine
Neurodevelopmental Disabilities
Vascular Neurology
Behavioral Neurology and Neuropsychiatry
Neuromuscular Medicine
Sleep Medicine
Clinical Neuromuscular Pathology
Headache Medicine
Neuro-Oncology
Neuroimaging
Neurocritical Care
Hospice and Palliative Care
Autonomic Disorders
Geriatric Neurology
Neural Repair and Rehabilitation
Epilepsy
Brain Injury Medicine

Year approved

Accrediting body

1934
1989
1998
1999
2003
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2007
2007
2010
2011
2011

ABPN
ABPN
ABPN
ABPN
ABPN
UCNS
ABPN
ABPN
UCNS
UCNS
UCNS
UCNS
UCNS
ABPN
UCNS
UCNS
UCNS
ABPN
ABPN

ABPN: American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology; UCNS: United Council of Neurologic Subspecialties
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increased its programs by only 10.6% in 13 years, with
Clinical Neurophysiology increasing at 443% in 9 years,
and Vascular Neurology. This most likely represents a
maturation of the subspecialty and the slowed growth
rate one would expect with this.
The existence of gender differences amongst
Neurology subspecialty trainees can be noted.
Neurodevelopmental Disabilities (89%) and to a
lesser degree Child Neurology (65%) demonstrate
a disproportionate number of female trainees while
Endovascular Surgical Neuroradiology (0%) and
Vascular Neurology (26%) have a disproportionate
number of male trainees. While in some subspecialties
the proportion of female trainees remains relatively
stable, Neurodevelopmental Disabilities (89%), Child
Neurology (65%), and Clinical Neurophysiology (51%)
all have a growing percentage of female trainees. It
is unclear what exact effect the initial growth in the
proportion of female Neurology residents peaking in
2009-2010 at ~47%, and the subsequent decline will
have on subspecialty career choices [Figure 1].

DISCUSSION
The number of physicians in the United States
becomes larger and more diverse with each new
class of graduating medical students. This influx of
new physicians benefits the medical community with
the supplementation of new physicians to an aging
society and growing healthcare needs. Additionally
these trainees will replace physicians lost to attrition
via retirement or death. With over 120 specializations
for new medical graduates to choose from,[12] medical
trainees have a broad range of potential career
choices. With a predicted growth in the shortage of
clinical neurologists, understanding the current career
training choices made by Neurology trainees and
the trends which these choices are following will be
important for addressing the shortfalls predicted in the

Neurology fellowship

number of clinical neurologists in the USA.[13,14] The
changes occurring in neurology residents and fellows
over the past decade have been gradual and unique to
each subspecialty.[15] In addition to the well-established
subspecialties there are residents seeking additional
training in less codified, but still important fields such
as therapeutic development.[15]
Viewed broadly, there is an evident steady increase
in the number of Neurology susbspecialty training
programs and fellows. When looked at on a
subspecialty by subspecialty basis the trends become
more complicated. Some subspecialties such as
Endovascular Surgical Neuroradiology have a limited
number of accredited programs and fellows that
interpretation of trends is not feasible. The situation for
Endovascular Surgical Neuroradiology is particularly
complicated as there are multiple training paths which
can be followed to reach this endpoint and there are
a number of subspecialists, often situated in separate
departments, including neurology, neurosurgery,
and neuroradiology who care for these patients
and have overlapping skill sets. The effects of the
training background on patient outcomes have not
been thoroughly studied. Other recently accredited
subspecialties such as Neurovascular and Clinical
Neuromuscular have demonstrated robust growth
rates since inception (650% per year and 344.4%
per year, respectively). Other subspecialties, such
as Neurodevelopmental have shown little growth in
the number of training programs (growth rate of 75%
per year) and a steady number of new fellows. These
trends are most likely substantially affected by real or
perceived work-force demand, as has been previously
implied for some subspecialties.[16,17] Other factors
which likely influence career choice in neurologic
subspecialties include, but are not limited to, lifestyle
factors such as salary, work hours, and duration and
rigor of training as well as the factors which can influence
success in an academic career.[18] Our study does not
address the underlying factors which influence these
trends, but merely describes them. This knowledge
helps facilitate strategic planning on how to best assist
supply meeting demand. While the details of how to
do so are beyond the scope of this study, they can
include various incentives to increased recruitment in
subspecialties facing deficits in clinicians.
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